
Minutes for August Ul96O

To: Members of the Board

From: Office of the Secretary

Attached is a copy of the minutes of the Board of Governors

Of the Federal Reserve System on the above date.

It is proposed to place in the record of policy actions

required to be kept under the provisions of Section 10 of the

Federal Reserve Act an entry covering the item in this set of

minutes commencing on the page and dealing with the subject

referred to below:

Page 11 Approval of a discount rate of 3
per cent for the Federal Reserve Banks

of New York, Cleveland, Richmond, and

Kansas City; and agreement to approve

the same rate for any other Federal

Reserve Bank advising of the establish-

ment of such rate.

Should you have any question with regard to the minutes,
it will be appreciated if you will advise the Secretary's Office.
Otherwise, please initial below. If you were present at the

meeting, your initials will indicate approval of the minutes. If
You were not present, your initials will indicate only that you

have seen the minutes.

Chin. Martin

Gov. Szymczak

Gov. Mills

Gov. Robertson

Gov. Balderston

Gov. Shepardson

Gov. King
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Minutes of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System

on Thursday, August 11, 1960. The Board met in the Board Room at 10:00 a.m.

PRESENT: Mr. Balderston, Vice Chairman
Mr. Szymczak
Mr. Mills
Mr. Robertson
Mr. Shepard,son
Mr. King 1

Mr. Kenyon, Assistant Secretary
Miss Carmichael, Assistant Secretary
Mr. Fauver, Assistant to the Board
Mr. Farrell, Director, Division of Bank Operations
Mr. Solomon, Director, Division of Examinations
Mr. Johnson, Director, Division of Personnel

Administration
Mr. Masters, Associate Director, Division of

Examinations
Mr. Hexter, Assistant General Counsel
Mr. Rudy, Special Assistant, Legal Division

Mr. Robinson, Adviser, Division of Research and
Statistics

Mr. Conkling, Assistant Director, Division of
Bank Operations

Mr. Hooff, Assistant Counsel

Items circulated to the Board. The following items, which had

been circulated to the Board and copies of which are attached to these

minutes under the respective item numbers indicated, were approved

una
nimously:

Letter to the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago
eATPr°ving the appointment of John J. Ryan as
ternate Assistant Federal Reserve Agent.

Letter to the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago
4Pressing the view that an amended form of

;4g:reel/lea prepared by Ypsilanti Savings Bank,
Psilantil Michigan, may be considered a savings

!eel:Au-it within the definition of that type of
'c'eeount contained in Regulation Q.

Attended morning session only.

Item No. 

1

2
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Letter to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corpo-
ration regarding the application of Commercial
State Bank, Pocahontas, Iowa, for continuation
Of deposit insurance after withdrawal from
membership in the Federal Reserve System.

Letter to Irving A. Isaacs, Counselor at Law,
New York City, expressing the position that any
commercial lender who had as much as one "purpose"
1?an outstsnding on December 15, 1959, or who has
since made any such loan, should file Form F. R. 728.

Item No.

3

11

Mr. Johnson then withdrew from the meeting.

Question under Regulation Q (Item No. 5). There had been

circulated a draft of reply to a letter dated July 13, 1960, from Mr.

Samuel B. Stewart, Executive Vice President-General Counsel, Bank of

America National Trust and Savings Association, San Francisco, California,

inquired concerning the history and intent of the definition of

savings deposit found in Regulation Q, Payment of Interest on Deposits,

44d- called attention to the advertising material of a competing bank

that offered to pay interest on savings deposits on a daily basis without

l*egard to the period of time the deposits remained in the bank.

Commenting on the matter, Mr. Rudy noted that although Mr.

Stevart did not suggest amendment of Regulation Q, there was an impli-

c4tion that he might at some future time raise a question as to the need

f°1' an amendment to deal with practices such as those referred to in his

letter. After discussing the matter with other members of the legal

st4fr) Mr. Rudy, said it had seemed to him that it would be appropriate
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to furnish furnish Mr. Stewart with information as to the problems encountered

by the Board when savings deposits were defined as deposits consisting

of funds "accumulated for bona fide thrift purposes." The draft letter

would point out that effective January 1, 1936, the definition of a

savings deposit in Regulation D, Reserves of Member Banks, sna Regulation

CI, Payment of Interest on Deposits, was changed, omitting reference to

"bona fide thrift purposes," because of the Board's conclusion that such

a definition was impractical from an administrative standpoint.

Mr. Rudy stated that another inquiry of a somewhat similar nature

had been received recently from Crocker-Anglo National Bank, San

Francisco, California, whose Senior Vice President also reported that

certain member banks were advertising the practice of computing and

PaYing interest on savings deposits from the date of deposit to date of

14ithdrawal. The question raised was whether the Board had issued any

rIlling on this matter. Mr. Rudy said that a reply had been prepared

l'eferring to a 1936 ruling to the effect that a member bank is not

Prohibited from paying interest on a savings account notwithstanding the

fact that the funds have actually been on deposit with the bank for a

Period less than three months and even though the account is closed

between 
the bank's regular interest payment dates.

Governor Mills said that he thought the proposed letter to Mr.

Ste wart was in order. He suggested that the problem involved might be

self-corrective since it seemed doubtful whether smaller banks would be
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able to to absorb indefinitely the cost involved in a practice of the kind

referred to by Mr. Stewart. In this connection Governor Mills referred

to the tables on operating ratios of member banks for 1959 that appeared

in the July 1960 issue of the Federal Reserve Bulletin and suggested

that it would be helpful for the staff to analyze and comment on these

data from the standpoint of the cost impact of interest payments on

savings accounts.

After further discussion the letter to Mr. Stewart was approved

Unanimously. A copy is attached as Item No. 5.

During the foregoing discussion Messrs. Noyes, Director, Division

Of Research Ann Statistics, and Collier, Chief, Current Series Section,

bilrision of BRnk Operations, entered the room and at its conclusion Mr.

ItUdYvithdrew.

Announcement of actions on bank merger applications. A memo-

dated August 10, 1960, from Mr. Solomon regarding possible

allnoluacement of approvals or disapprovals of bank mergers under the

legislation of May 13, 1960, had been distributed. As indicated in the

Ineltorandum, in cases under the Bank Holding Company Act the Board had

been following the practice of announcing each action at the time it was

taken. However, in connection with the establishment of branches and in

connection with bank mergers, the Board's actions had not been published

otherwise made available to the public, the information becoming public

°41,Y after action was taken by the applicant pursuant to the Board's
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aPProvai. Question had arisen as to whether it might not be preferable

to make some kind of an announcement at the time the Board approved or

disapproved applications for bank mergers, particularly since it was

understood that both the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency and

the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation planned to adopt such a

Procedure. Accordingly, after staff consideration of the matter, it was

reemmended that the Board publish each week, or less frequently if no

actions occurred during the week, a statement of approvals or disapprovals

under the bank merger legislation.

Commenting on the matter, Mr. Solomon said that Mr. Molony,

Assistant to the Board, had spoken to him about problems that had arisen

'with the press because the Board did not release information regarding

its actions on bank mergers. In part, this reflected an apparent

alisunderstanding on the part of the American Banker regarding the practices

Of the Comptroller of the Currency and the Federal Deposit Insurance

eca"Poration, which to date had in fact been similar to the Board's

Procedure. However, since those agencies were now planning to announce

their 
actions on mergers, it seemed to the staff that it would be desirable

f°r the Board to follow a similar procedure.

The Board then approved unanimously the recommendation contained

in m-
""" Solomon's memorandum.

Absorption of exchange charges. There had been distributed a

reply to a letter dated August 6 1960, from Mr. W. D. Malone,
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Chairman of the Board, The First National Bank of Dothan, Dothan,

Alabama, who inquired whether certain practices would be in violation

of the Board's interpretation of August 4, 1960, relative to the absorption

Of exchange charges.

After discussion, it was the consensus that consideration of the

letter should be postponed until after the meeting to be held this

afternoon with representatives of the American Bankers Association to

discuss the recent ruling.

Messrs. Masters and Hooff then withdrew.

Requests for permission to maintain reduced reserves (Items 6

through 10). The following items, which had been circulated to the Board

with covering memoranda dated August 1, 1960, from the Division of Bank

Operations, were approved unanimously:

Letters to The Merchants Bank of New York, The
4111a1gamated Bank of New York, The Gotham Bank,
arld American Trust Company, all of New York City,
rtranting permission to maintain reduced reserves.

Idetter to the Arkansas Vsiley Bank, Pueblo,
°lorado, granting permission to maintain reduced
reserves.

Item No. 

6-9

10

Classification of cities for reserve purposes (Item No. 11).

T° facilitate further consideration of the standards to be used in the

classification of cities for reserve purposes, there were distributed

t1'70 additional staff memoranda, the first of which presented a list of
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cities and showed the bases of classification that would bring each of

them into the reserve city classification. The second presented a

listing of banks with total deposits between $100 million and $200

million in present reserve cities and in certain cities that would be

classified as reserve cities under criteria that had been under consider-

ation by the Board.

After discussion of these memoranda, Governor Robertson made a

statement regarding a number of questions that had occurred to him upon

flarther consideration of the criteria for classification of reserve

cities, pointing out first that the statute refers to the classification

°f cities rather than banks, whereas the discussion of the Board up to

this point had been more in terms of the development of criteria for the

Classification of banks.

After it had been suggested that an essential reason for desig-

4ation of a city as a reserve city involved the fact that it contained

banks comprehended by such criteria as might be established, Governor

Robertson suggested that nevertheless the Board might be charged with

Pl'oceeding to designate cities in a backhanded way; namely, on the basis

°f the size of the one or two largest banks and not on the basis of all

blInks in the city. At the moment, he was not prepared to say that one

Pl'ocedure was better than the other, but he felt that the Board might

l'1111 into criticism from persons who would charge that cities were being

brought into the reserve city classification merely because a particular
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bank was located in that city and not because the city itself could

Justifiably be classified as a reserve city.

Governor Robertson then proceeded to discuss the question

Whether every city containing a Federal Reserve Bank branch should be

classified automatically as a reserve city. His comments on this point

led to further discussion of the problems that would be involved one

waY or the other, including statistical problems. Summarizing the

discussion, during which reference had been made to the possible use

Of a "grandfather clause", Governor Robertson asked whether it was fair

to state as the consensus of present thinking that every Federal Reserve

Bank branch city should continue to be designated as a reserve city

even though all the banks therein were declassified, with the question

cleferred until a later time as to the treatment of such a city (that is,

4 city containing no reserve city banks) for statistical purposes. There

were no objections to this statement of the consensus.

Governor Robertson then referred to the tentative thinking in

favor of classification of reserve cities on the basis of total deposits

rather than demand deposits, and commented that there were certain points

tO be borne in mind. He went on to speak of the disparity in the extent

tO 
which individual banks solicit savings accounts and of the differences

in this respect in various areas of the country. This suggested that

If banks were brought into the reserve city bank category on the basis

°r total deposits, they might feel that they were being penalized through
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their efforts to obtain savings depositors. It seemed to him that it

was necessary to weigh the arguments carefully, including the fact that

?auks use all of their deposits as a basis in formulating their loan and

investment programs. On the other hand, for reasons that had been stated,

it was the staff view that demand deposits would be the better guide.

Governor Robertson referred next to what appeared to be a weak-

ness in the use of a rule whereby the classification of a reserve city

would be based on deposits of the two largest banks. This involved a

Possible situation where the two banks, combined, would have deposits

sUfficient to qualify the city as a reserve city but one of the banks

l'IoUld be eligible for permission to carry reduced reserves and the other

bank would not, by itself, have enough deposits to have caused the city

Where it was located to be classified as a reserve city. This again

'night indicate that the Board had looked at banks rather than cities in

establishing its criteria and had endeavored to devise rules with a

view to picking up particular banks. While this, too, was a point on

Which he had reached no conclusion as to the most appropriate approach,

he suggested that the question be studied carefully in order that the

Pl'ocedure finally decided upon could be defended.

Governor Robertson then turned to the question of the use of

14terbank deposits in the formula for classification of reserve cities.

Re noted that this tied in with the formula the Board had used for some

tine, 
but that the Board was now engaged in a revision of that formula.
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Hence, it seemed appropriate to consider carefully whether the use of

interbank deposits should be retained as part of a new formula, particularly

when the practical effect in terms of the actual designation of cities

would not be significant. His opinion at the moment was that the Board

Should take into account both interbank deposits and velocity of deposit

turnover in considering requests of individual banks in reserve cities

to maintain reduced reserves, but he questioned whether those factors

should be used for the purpose of bringing cities into the reserve city

classification.

There followed discussion of the points raised by Governor

Robertson during which Governor Mills indicated that he agreed with the

views expressed by Governor Robertson relative to interbank deposits.

Governor Mills went on to suggest that the tentative criteria discussed

by the Board at recent meetings be sent to the Federal Reserve Banks with

4 request for their views, since those views would be helpful to the

13c)ard in its further consideration of the standards to be used in the

classification of cities for reserve purposes. There was general

agreement that this would be a desirable procedure, and in this connection

the 
further suggestion was made that there be transmitted to the Reserve

13ank Presidents a rather comprehensive letter setting forth the arguments

fOr and against those criteria which the Board had considered, along

141th copies of staff memoranda that had been prepared for the Board's

Ilse. In this manner the Board could obtain the views of the individual
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Reserve Bank Presidents and the subject could also be discussed by the

Board with the Presidents at the time of the meeting of the Presidents'

Conference on September 12-13, 1960.

It was agreed that this suggested procedure should be followed,

aad the staff was requested to prepare appropriate material for trans-

mittal to the Presidents.

Secretary's Note: A copy of the letter sent
to the Presidents of all Federal Reserve Banks
on August 23, 1960, is attached as Item No. 11.

The members of the staff then withdrew and the Board went into

executive session. At the conclusion of the executive session the meeting

recessed and reconvened in the Board Room at 1:35 p.m., with Messrs.

Balderston, Szymczak, Mills, Robertson, and Shepardson present. Messrs.

KenYon and Fauver also were present.

Discount rates. A telegram had been received from the First

Vice President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland stating that

the Bank's directors had established, subject to review and determination

bY the Board of Governors, a discount rate of 3 per cent (rather than

3-1/2 per cent) on discounts for and advances to member banks under

sections 13 and 13a of the Federal Reserve Act. The rate on advances

11114er section 10(b) had been fixed at 3-1/2 per cent Ard the rate on

ecivances under the last paragraph of section 13 had been fixed at 4-1/2

Iller cent.
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During the discussion of this matter it was noted that thus far

there had been no specific indication of similar action today on the

Part of the directors of any other Federal Reserve Bank, although it

vaS understood that the officers of the New York Reserve Bank intended

to recoirunend to the directors of that Bank at their meeting this after-

noon that a rate of 3 per cent be established. Advantages and disadvantages

of acting today on the rates fixed by the Cleveland directors were then

Presented, reference being made, among other things, to the implications

that might be drawn from a discount rate action so shortly after the

announcement of action earlier this week in regard to an additional

release of vault cash and reduction of reserve requirements of central

reserve city banks. Reference also was made to the possibility of a

leak if action should be deferred, to the possible reaction of the

Cleveland directors to a delay on the Board's part, and to the indication

that the directors of at least one other Reserve Bank might also act on

the discount rate today.

After consideration of these and other factors, unanimous approval

14" given to the rates established by the directors of the Federal Reserve

1144k of Cleveland, effective August 12, 1960, with the understanding

thata press release in the usual form would be issued today at 4:00 p.m.

1)T, that all Federal Reserve Banks and branches would be notified by

1411"e of the action taken, and that arrangements would be made for

141blication of a notice in the Federal Register. It was also agreed that
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if the directors of any other Federal Reserve Bank or Banks should act

today to establish a rate of 3 per cent on discounts and advances under

sections 13 and 13a, along with appropriate subsidiary rates, such Bank

Or Banks should be advised of approval of such rates. It was further

agreed that if any Reserve Bank or Banks should advise of the reestablish-

ment of a discount rate of 3-1/2 per cent, along with other rates in its

existing schedule, such Bank or Banks should be advised of approval of

the reestablishment of such rates.

Also, until such time as all Federal Reserve Banks had established

discount rate of 3 per cent or until such earlier time as a different

Procedure might be agreed upon by the Board, the Secretary's Office was

allthorized to advise of approval, and to take related procedural actions,

in the event advice should be received that any Federal Reserve Bank had

established a discount rate of 3 per cent, along with appropriate

stthsidiary rates on discounts and advances, or that any Federal Reserve

134a1j. had reestablished the rates on discounts and advances in its existing

schedule.

There followed discussion of comments that it would be appropriate

rcIr the staff to make in response to questions by the press upon announce-

Meat of the approval of a discount rate of 3 per cent. It was the

Q°11san3u5 that any such comments should emphasize the further decline in

the Treasury bill rate and other short-term market rates since the discount

l's'te was reduced to 3-1/2 per cent, thus indicating that the decrease in
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the discount rate might be regarded primarily as an adjustment to bring

that rate into better alignment with prevailing money market rates.

Secretary's Note: Later in the day, advice
was received from the Federal Reserve Banks

of New York, Richmond, and Kansas City that

the directors of those Banks had established

a discount rate of 3 per cent (rather than
3-1/2 per cent) subject to review and determi-
nation by the Board of Governors. Advice also

was received that the directors of the Federal

Reserve Bank of Dallas had established without
change the rates in that Bank's existing schedule.

Pursuant to the action of the Board, the Dallas
Bank was advised of approval of the reestablish-

ment of the existing rates. The Federal Reserve

Banks of New York, Cleveland, Richmond, and
Kansas City were advised of approval of the
following rates, effective August 12, 1960, and
other usual steps, including the issuance of a
press release, the sending of notification to
all Reserve Banks and branches, and the arrange-
ment for publication of a notice in the Federal
Register, were taken:

On discounts for and advances to member banks under sections
13 and 13a, rate of 3 per cent for the Reserve Banks of New
York, Cleveland, Richmond, and Kansas City.

On advances to member banks under section 10(b), rate of 3-1/2
per cent for the Reserve Banks of New York, Cleveland, Richmond,
and Kansas City.

On advances to individuals, partnerships, or corporations other
than member banks under last paragraph of section 13, rate of 4
per cent for the Reserve Banks of Richmond and Kansas City; and
rate of 4-1/2 per cent for the Reserve Banksof New York and
Cleveland.

The meeting then adjourned.

Secretary's Note: At 2:00 p.m., the available
members of the Board met with representatives
of the American Bankers Association for
discussion of the Board's interpretation of
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August 4, 1960, in regard to the absorption
of exchange charges as payment of interest
on demand deposits. A copy of a memorandum
concerning that meeting is attached to these
minutes as Item No. 12.

Assistant Secretary
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS

OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON 25. D. C.

lir. Bert R. Prall,
Chairman of the Board and
Federal Reserve Agent,

Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago,
Chicaco 90, Illinois.

4ar Ur. Prall:

Item No. 1
8/11/60

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

August 11, 1960

In accordance with the request contained in your letter ofJul
Y 20, 1960, the Board of Governors approves the appointment of

?. John J0 Ryan as Alternate Assistant Federal Reserve Agent at the
'tiedoral Reserve Bank of Chicago in anticipation of the retirement of

-eting Assistant Federal Reserve Agent George H. Shussler, who will
retire on September 1, 1960.

This approval is given with the understanding that Mr. Ryanwill
J- be solely responsible to the Federal Reserve Agent and the Board

(d) Governors for the proper performance of his duties, except that,
virin the absence or disability of the Federal Reserve Agent or a
pnancy in that office, his responsibility will be to the Assistant

eral Reserve Agent and the Board of Governors.

When not engaged in the performance
Alternate Assistant Federal Reserve Agent, Mr
:14?Proval of the Federal Reserve Agent and the

4 f or the Dank as will not be inconsistent
ternate Assistant Federal Reserve Agent.

of his duties as
. Ryan may, with the
President, perform such
with his duties as

It will be appreciated if Mr. Ryan is fully informed of the
peri ance of his responsibilities as a member of the staff of the
th eral Reserve Agent and the need for maintenance of independence from
e °Perations of the Bank in the discharge of these responsibilities.

It is assumed that Mr. Ryan will execute the usual Oath ofei
llot e, Which will be forwarded to the Board of Governors along with the

11J-cation of the effective date of his appointment.
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BOARD OFOOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Ir. Bert R. Prall

The Board has approved the appointment of Mr. Ryan as
Alternate' rather than "Acting's Assistant Federal Reserve Agent in
order to conform with those titles established in the Board's letter
of March 20, 1957 (S-1621t). This matter was discussed with Vice
President Diercks who advised that the change was satisfactory.

Very truly your

(Signed) Kenneth A, Kenyon

Kenneth A. Kenyon,
Assistant Secretary.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

Paul C. Hodge, Vice President,

Cide'40ral Reserve Bank of Chicago,
eago 90, Illinois.

l az' Mr. Hodge:

This refers to your letter of July 27, 1960, with
N'th-er reference to the question whether the form of agreement
t!pared by Ypsilanti Savings Bank, Ypsilanti, Michigan, may be
unsidered a savings account within the meaning of the definitionalad
h 44-ratations of Regulation Q. It is noted that the Bank pros--
48es to insert the following sentence in the agreement:

"The depositor may at any time be required by Ypsilanti
Savings Bank to give 30 days notice in writing of an
intended termination of this account."

Item No. 2
8/11/60

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

August 11, 1960

14t.i'Llta the addition of this insert, the Board is of the opinion
the so-called "guaranteed goal savings account" would

tlite
a

to qualify as a savings account within the meaning of
1./010 1f1nition of that type of account in Regulation Q and

otherwise comply with the requirements of the Regulation.

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation has beenaCtIris

byyr,ed of the proposed change in the form of agreement prepared
40„veilanti Savings Bank as the Corporation presented this ques-
' atter inquiry from a nonmember bank.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Kenneth A. Kenyon

Kenneth A. Kenyon,
Assistant Secretary.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON 25. D. C.

The Honorable Jesse P. Wolcott, Chairman,
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation,
Washington 25, D. C.

Dear Mr. Wolcott:

Item No. 3
8/11/60

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

August 112 1960

Reference is made to your letter of July 29,
1960, concerning the desire of Commercial State Bank,
Pocahontas, Iowa, to continue as an insured bank fol-
lowing its withdrawal from membership in the Federal
Reserve System.

No corrective programs have been urged upon
the bank or agreed to by it which the Board of Governors
believes should be incorporated as conditions to the
continuance of deposit insurance.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Kenneth A. Kenyon

Kenneth A. Kenyon,
Assistant Secretary.
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BOARD OF GOVERNOFRS

OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

Mr, Irving A. Isaacs,
Counselor at Law,

East 42nd Street,
New York 17, New York.

Dear Mr. Isaacs:

Item No. I.
8/11/60

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

August 11, 1960

This refers to your letter of July 21, 1960, in connection
lisith section 221.30) of Regulation U. You ask whether, under this

F%tion, "a commercial finance company is required to report on Form

728 upon a single isolated loan transaction in which shares
v.' stock have been pledged as collateral security".

Section 221.3(j) provides that "Every bank, and every person
eolEaged in the business of extending credit who, in the ordinary course

84. business, extends credit for the purpose of purchasing or carrying
!eurities registered on a national securities exchange, shall make

,111.ch reports as the Board" may require. If a person (and this term,

4, course, includes a corporation) is in the business of extending

',edit, there would appear to be a reasonable presumption that any
Ti;,fl made by such a person is made in the "ordinary course of business".

II 18 would be the case even though the particular loan were of an un-
4 ellal or even unique kind for the particular lender. Accordingly, it

g ttshe opinion of the Board that any commercial lender which had as
aieu as one "purpose" loan outstanding on December 15, 1959, or has
R nee made even one such loan, should file Form F.R. 728 with the Federal

"erve Bank in the district where the lender's offices are located.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Kenneth A. Kenyon

Kenneth A. Kenyon,
Assistant Secretary.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE 

•

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON 25. D. C.

Samuel B. Stewart,
-ftutive Vice ?resident-General Counsel,
6 11k of America NT&SAaL 

Francisco 20, California.

-44-11r. Stewart:

Item No. 5
8/11/60

ADDRCBB orricom. CORRESPONDIENCIC
TO THE BOARD

August 111 1960

You a_, In your letter of July 13, 1960, to Mr. Howard Hackley,
iced assistance in exploring the history and intent of

igl

t
aation Q which the Board has adopted under the authority of
ion 19 of the Federal Reserve Act, as amended.

You quote an excerpt from the advertising material of a
earth whi computes and pays interest on a daily basis without

to the period of time the deposits remain in the bank. The
eoheussion of this problem in your letter indicates a careful
et"sideration of the matter on your part and a good general under-

aricling of both the law and the Regulation. '

,gUla 
As you are no doubt aware, prior to the revision of

tte Q, effective January 1, 1936, section V(a) of the
4'i0n adopted in 1933 defined "savings deposits" as follows:

"(a) Definition. - The term 'savings deposits'
means a deposit which consists of funds accumulated
for bona fide thrift purposes8 and in respect to
Which . • • •

c)otriote 8, thereto, provided:

"If by reason of the amount of the deposit,
the business of the depositor or otherwise, a question
arises whether a deposit is properly classified by a
bank as a savings deposit, the bank must be prepared
to show clearly that it is a deposit consisting of, funds
accumulated for bona fide thrift purposes and that it
Otherwise complies with the above definition."
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Samuel B. Stewart -2-

The present definitions of "savings deposit" in
ection 1(e) o2 aegulations D and Q are identical and first appeared
the January 1, 1936, revisions of the regulations. No reference

?8 made to "bona fide thrift purposes" and the former footnote 8
omitted. The application of this phrase as used in the regulation

rfore January 1, 1936, was impractical from the administrative
1,tardpoint.ome of the difficulties are pointed up in the 1934
'ederal Reserve Bulletin, page 389, an excerpt of which is enclosed.

Bank. A consideration of savings deposits in the light of the
j lng Act of 1935, and Regulation Q as amended effective
irlarY 1, 1936, appears in the 1936 Federal Reserve Bulletin on page

an excerpt of which is also enclosed.

th The enclosed excerpts demonstrate the problem whiche
Board in attempting to formulate a definition of the term

confronts
"savings

1,!!.Posit" consistent with the true meaning of the term, which will
ve'vent or minimize the abuses referred to, and at the same time
nfOrM to the intention of Congress in enacting the provisions of
ection 19. The great majority of savinL:s deposits, it is believed,e Ont

orm to the spirit and intent of the law and Regulation Q.

The statements in the advertising material mentioned inYour ,thn. J..etter are being called to the Board's attention. It is hoped
41 the enclosed material will be of some assistance to you.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Kenneth A. Kenyon

Kenneth A. Kenyon,
Assistant Secretary.

'1.1e1°811res 2
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

Board of Directors,
The Merchants Bank of New York,
434 Broaduay,
New York, New York.

Gentlenen:

Item No. 6
8/11/60

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

August 11, 1960

Pursuant to your request submitted through the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York, the Board of Governors,
acting under the provisions of Section 19 of the Federal
Reserve Act, grants permission to The Merchants Bank of
New York to maintain the saris reserves against deposits
48 are required to be maintained by banks located outside
°I. central reserve and reserve cities, effective with the
Iirst biweekly reserve computation period beginning after
the date of this letter.

Your attention is called to the fact that such

Permission is subject to revocation by the Board of Gover-
nors.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Kenneth A. Kenyon

Kenneth A. Kenyon,
Assistant Secretary.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

Board of Directors,
The Amalgamated Bank of New York,
New York, New York.

Gentlemen:

Item No. 7
8/11/60

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

August 11, 1960

Pursuant to your request submitted through the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York, the Board of Governors,
acting under the provisions of Section 19 of the Federal
Reserve Act, grants permission to The Armagamated Bank of
New York to maintain the same reserves against deposits
ati are required to be maintained by banks located outside
Of central reserve and reserve cities, effective with the
first biweekly reserve computation period beginning after
the date of this letter.

Your attention is. called to the fact that such
Permi sion -.U.; subject to revocation by the Board of Gover-
nors.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Kenneth A. Kenyon

Kenneth A. Kenyon,
sistant Secretary.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON 25. D. C.

Board of Directors,
The Gotham Bank,
20 West 48th Street,
New York 36, New York.

Gentlemen:

Item No. 8
8/11/60

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

August 111 1960

Pursuant to your request submitted through the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York, the Board of Governors,
acting under the provisions of Section 19 of the Federal
Reserve Act, grants permission to The Gotham Bank to
maintain the same reserves against deposits as are required
to be maintained by banks located outside of central reserve
and reserve cities, effective with the first biweekly reserve
computation period beginning after the date of this letter.

Your attention is called to the fact that such per-
mission is subject to revocation by the Board of Governors.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Kenneth A. Kenyon

Kenneth A. Kenyon,
Assistant Secretary.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

Board of Directors,
American Trust Company,
New York, New York.

Gentlemen:

Item NO. 9
8/11/60

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

August 11, 1960

Pursuant to your request submitted through the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York, the Board of Governors,
!cting under the provisions of Section 19 of the Federal
Reserve Act, grants permissioh to the American Trust
Company to maintain the same reserves against deposits as
are required to be maintained by banks located outside of
central reserve and reserve cities, effective with the
first biweekly reserve computation period beginning after
the date of this letter.

Your attention is called to the fact that such
Permission is subject to revocation by the Board of Gover-
nors.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Kenneth A. Kenyon

Kenneth A. Kenyon,
Assistant Secretary.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Board of Directors,
Arqtansas Valley Bank,
1°111.°)10, Colorado.

Gentlemen:

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

Item No. 10
8/11/60

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

August 111 1960

Pursuant to your request submitted through the Federal
4, erve Bank of Kansas City, the Board of Governors, acting under

provisions of Section 19 of the Federal Reserve Act, grants
ermission to the Arkansas Valley Bank, Pueblo, Colorado, to

2.414tain the same reserves against deposits as are required to
Maintained by banks located outside of central reserve and

...ieserve cities, effective with the first biweekly resermacompu-

ion period beginning after the date of this letter.

Your attention is called to the fact that such per-
-4-on is subject to revocation by the Board of Governors.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Kenneth A. Kenyon

Kenneth A. Kenyon,
Assistant Secretary.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

CONPIDENTTAL (FR)

tear sir:

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

307f

Item No. 11
8/11/60

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE
TO THE BOARD

August 23, 1960.

The amendment to Section 19 of the Federal Reserve Act which
ca n10 effective on July 28, 1959, broadened the powers of the Board

1:icith 
respect to the classification of banks in reserve cities. To

vTinister these new powers, it was necessary for the Board to recon-

4Qor the standards applied, not only for handling individual cases of
e4ti0n, but also to the classification of reserve cities.

Reconsideration of appropriate administrative standards has4014

Jgone through the following three stages: The Board canvassed the
g
e
llon of the Federal Reserve Bank Presidents in a letter dated July 31,

st . The Subcoamittee on Legislation of the Conference of Presidents

8141.1itted a report on the subject dated September 9, 1959. Subsequently
ap,'aff committee has been working on exploration of basic principles
841'111,6:their application in a variety of alternative plans of action. The
torPct has been discussed by the Board many times over the past several
441". The staff documents referred to at various places in this letter

enclosed with it can be viewed as a record of these steps.

The discussion of this problem has revealed a wide range of
such as those outlined in the following sections.

with Respect to Determination of Reserve Classification

8 e v What is the rationale for 'continuation of differentials in re—
re4s(u) requirements among banks? Are the differentials justified for
r%pu,n8 of monetary control, or primarily as a matter of supervisory
14 

ctt 
-Lation, or do prudent managerial standards require differential

Y levels for individual banks? Are such differentials primarily
cekeZtorical inheritance which is of dwindling significance in the light
ilizuangsd circumstances? The Collier memorandum of January 4 gives the
arld rrY of Federal Reserve administration of the classification authoritybap4he Thomas memorandum of March 3 discusses the general economic and
"4̀  ng issues involved.
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Another issue of considerable general significance is whetherthe 
changes in classification of individual cities and banks should be

cstilowed to make a substantial change in the aggregate of requiredi.e-
0(4 1/es (which difference would presumably be offset by open market or
a!ler credit actions of the System) or whether the aggregate effect of

switches should be as nearly neutral as possible.

Still another issue is the number of banks for which reserve
+,2201Iication could be changed without exciting protests the considera-
4':'n of which would absorb an amount of time and energy out of proportion

4importance of the issues inwlved. Although the System should not

the
tate to face objections if a matter of high principle were at stake,

coe arguments for inviting and braving such protests are considerably less

i:lincing if the economic and administrative necessity for such changes
sidct a lower order of urgency° How important is this matter? This con-

L
doulse

fla
fati°n is discussed only briefly in the attached documents but it

es s influenced some preferences expressed in these documents.

----1:2&12r_Class1f1cation of Reserve Cities

The criteria for class4fication of reserve cities are not neces-
sarilY t4114 he same as those that should govern the possible exemption of
si:adual banks in reserve cities from carrying reserve city requirements.
130,aur.,a difference in criteria is supported by the fact that although the

en. err,4. was given no standard by Section 11 of the Act (unchanged) for,-v
the :Ling the classification of reserve cities, the Board is required by
deteurew amendment to consider the "character of business of a bank in

mining whether or not its declassification should be permitted.

8ize of 
General standards for classification of reserve cities such as

olar c.„i ty and economic characteristics and various qualitative
bee "teristics of banks were considered in an introductory way. It soon
crire evident, however, that for practical administrative reasons the
lead.!ria would need to be inherent in the member banking structure of the
test'ng cities. The list of practical criteria was thus narrowed down to
The of individual or aggregate member bank deposit size and character.
the jnkling memorandum of June 6 discusses the appropriateness of using
Clor;tal of deposits in a city as over against deposits in large banks

Several technical issues arose in the consideration of the broader
Q1Elee?: Should total deposits or demand deposits be the basis for the
Shouisl:Ification of cities? Should weight be given to interbank deposits?
The Ti4, dePosit activity, as measured by debits, be a standard or criterion?
i111.1.,,"°111as memoranda of June 23 and July 25 present specific plans
woritQ6rative of ways in which alternative decisions on these points would

out in practice.
01,i4
' __of Farginal Banks

termine t The characteristics of leading banks that might be used to de-

alltaied ,he classification of cities could also be used as a standard
- In reverse in consideration of banks that are possible candidates
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declassification. The same questions could be asked: Should total or
Ternand deposits be used? Uhat weight should be given interbank deposits?

The 
l'hat extent should deposit activity have a bearing on declassification?
Fompetitive relationships among individual banks cannot be gauged by

'ci,e9-se statistical measures, but presumably should be considered in
1,7,5,ading whether or not to declassify individual banks. ':hat criteria are
'Levant to the gauging of competitive relationships?

..c.J.I.g.111&..p.tive or Technical Issues

111111ber In addition to the more general issues enumerated above, a
inch of specific technical and administrative issues must be determined

00sing a classification plan. The leading factors so involved are as

1. Should all Federal Reserve Bank and branch cities be
c assified as reserve cities? Nost of the rules for declassi-
fication of individual banks that have be :n discussed or
proposed would result in the declassification of all individual
banks in one or two Federal Reserve branch cities. If such
should happen, should such a city be conceived of as existing as
reserve city even if there were no reserve city banks located

L,herein? Or should declassification rules be modified when

aPPled to member banks located in Federal Reserve Bank or
branch cities?

2. If a bank is large by virtue of deposits held at a
!lumber of scattered branch locations, should an effort be made
tto attribute these deposits to their actual location or should
_heY be attributed to a single location such as the head office
14 the branch system? If the first is done, the possible shift-

Of deposit location either to evade or juggle reserve
:equirements represents one of the difficulties of attempting

%.,0 classify branch systems by location of deposits.

If the deposits of branch systems are attributed to a
Sin
4 gle location, should that location be where the head office
42 legally located or should it be to the place where de facto
'enagerial control is exercised or, perhaps, the city where the
it)argest volume of business is transacted? Some quite large
wialnks have their nominal or legal headquarters in one city

1,-le exercising the functions of top management from a differ-
;14." site. If the attribution of deposits is determined by where

bank elects to keep its nominal head office, it can potentially

i;!ve an effect on the reserve classification of other banks.
4 ur example, the location of the head office of a branch system
(t)ine4 city might lead to the classification of other banks in

c.,..ty as reserve city banks. Another bank, though not large
c44,1igh to cause its city of location to be classed as a reserve

Y, might be of a size that would make it ineligible for
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declassification. If the branch system located its head office
Where all competing banks were eligible for declassification,
this would have no effect on the reserve requirements of other
banks. In an extreme case this might be used by the management
Of an aggressive branch system as an instrument of competitive
injury against other banks.

3. If the total demand or interbank deposits of a bank
are measured by single-date call report figures, the banks of
a city may escape reserve classification by minimizing deposits
O n such date, a kind of reverse window dressing. This might
not be possible if borderline cases were determined by daily
aierage figures. Should daily average figures be the standard
11.1 order to avoid the possible evasion of reserve classifica-
tamn by a few relatively marginal institutions? The Dembitz
memorandum of August 2 deals with this problem.

Tentative
Criteria

Inthe . 
The Board has not reached final decisions on any of these points.

twill, discussion of alternatives, however, it tentatively agreed on a
gr;Ir of matters as a basis for further consideration. The following para-
4n3 indicate the tentative consensus reached.

1. The basic criteria for classification of reserve cities
would be a combination of total deposits and interbank deposits
of the one or two largest banks in a city. Some members of the
Board favored the use of demand rather than total deposits, and
the elimination of interbank deposits as criteria. The first
alternative in the memorandum of August 10, 1960, embodies the
Preferred choice at this moment.

4.. 2. Activity would not be used as a criterion in determina-
'1?n of reserve cities but this does not rule out its use as acriterion for declassification of individual banks.

3. Any bank operating a branch in a reserve city would
.Fontinue to be classified as a reserve city bank and would carry
the reserves required for reserve city banks, unless given
permissio n to carry reduced reserves on the basis of other
criteria.

4. Federal Reserve branch cities would be classed as re-
serve cities even though all banks located therein night be
granted permission to carry only the lower requirement for non-
reserve cities.

_, .5. The deposits of a branch banking system would be
ats ributed to a sinple location, that in the statistical anal-
is to date has been assumed to be the location of the head

°face.
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No decisions, even tentative ones, have been reached concern-
the number of reclassifications in individual cities and banks that

would be reasonable as a practical matter; the criteria for declassi-

lleation of individual banks; the way in which the city to which branchptem deposits would be attributed is to be chosen; the choice between

1T1Y-average and single-date figures for measuring size; the problem,
y;1211y, of neutralizing the aggregate effects on required reserves.
'-. Llmates of the net effects on reserves of several plans were prepared'
Such as the table on page 3 of the August 10 memorandum.

While no formal effort has been 'Lade to reach a decision withrespect to the criteria for declassification of individual banks, the
Statistical assumptions used in estimating the effects of alternativeropo sals are some indication as to current thinking on what would be
reasonable criteria. The standards used in the memorandum of August 10,
1

260) undoubtedly have more than purely statistical significance. It is
'Zcognized, however, that whatever rules may be used to count pre-
t,T1,3tive declassification of individual banks, there will remain a
c1,74,:light zone or "gray" area of individual cases that will have to be
i.,7,ermined on a case-by-case basis, particularly those cases in which
l'estions of competitive relationships are involved.

at whi The Board feels that it has reached a point in its deliberation
hei en t would be fruitful to have the views of the Reserve Banks. To
are Y°11. 

i
in formulating your own views, the documents referred to above

attached in the form in which they were initially presented.

The Board would appreciate receiving from you any views you or
st falso , a f care to communicate on these points at an early date. It is

mew...Looking forward to discussion of the issues involved at the joint
idlng with the Conference of Presidents on September 13.

Sincerely yours,

Kenneth A. Kenyon,
Assistant Secretary.

2n°1°011ree

11° TRE
PRESIbENTS OF ALL FEDLRAL RESERVE BANKS
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August 19) 19604

Staff Documents Dealing with Classification
of Reserve Cities

The attached documents were prepared by the Board staff over
an eight-month period during which the subject of classification of
eserve cities was under consideration. Although they reflect some

°vsrlap and duplication, and possibly a few gaps, they disclose the
radual formation of opinion with respect to reclassification plans; and
t•e blending of opinion that was back. of the alternative plans later
.p.ven serious consideration. When ,,,:i.ewed in conjunction with the descrip-

rh of issues and decisions contained in the letter transmitting these
,nments, they serve as background for the tentative views of the Board
nth are also reported in this letter. The following list of documents
'ncludes all of those referred to in the letter,. Two copies of each are
e
nClosed.

1. A memorandum on the history of the designation of re-
serve cities since the beginning of the l'oderal Reserve System
by Raymond J. Collier, dated January 4, 1960. This memorandum
also includes an abstract of Reserve Bank opinion submitted in
response to the request of July 31, 1959.

2. A memorandum from Woodlief Thomas to the Board, dated
March 4, 1960 (transmitting a memorandum dated March 3, 1960)
Which presents a general philosophical statement of the
rationale underlying the classification of reserve cities.
Attention is particularly directed to the three annexes to this
memorandum which deal in some detail with specific problems of,
or criteria for, classification.

3. A memorandum by Gerald N. Conkling to Mr. Thomas of
June 6, 1960, presenting a variation on the classification plan
contained in the Thomas memorandum of March 3. This presents
the logical foundation for one of the alternatives presented in
the memorandum listed in the next item below.

4. A memorandum by Woodlief Thomas to the Board dated
!II.Ine 23, 1960, presenting three alternative plans of classifica-
tIon. This memorandum reflects not only Mr. Thomas' views but
blending of views reached by the staff coumittee assigned to

°as problem. The three alternative plans presented for Board
consideration were felt to approach the maturity of staff recom-
mendations. The statistical appendix to this memorandum presents
:data for virtually all individual banks that might conceivably
b, affected by any proposed scheme of reclassification of reserve
?ities or declassification of individual banks. The statistical
tabulation labeled "Deposits, Cash Assets, and Required Reserves
°f Member Banks in Central Reserve, Reserve, and Selected Non-
reserve Cities" supplements this appendix by giving details for
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the leading cities that are now reserve cities or are possible
candidates for such classification.

5, A memorandum of July 25, 1960, from Woodlief Thomas
to the Board represents the further refinement of plans that
resulted from Board discussion that took place between June 23
and July 25.

6. A brief memorandum by Lewis Dembitz to Messrs. Thomas
and Conkling of August 2, 1960, including a technical discussion
of the problem of a borderline city that apparently escaped
classification on the basis of call date figures by virtue of a
kind of window dressing in reverse. This city would have been
classified as a reserve city (according to some plans) if daily
average figures had been used,

7. A memorandum dated August 10 transmitting the last of
the classification plans prepared at the direction of the Board
for its consideration. This memorandum presents an estimate of
the effects of this plan of reclassification on reserve require—
ments. A list of cities classified and coded according to the
standards of this memorandum is also enclosed.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS

or THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

ce Correspondence
illes

k_leaZe
th_A&22,4yon 

with t he reasons for issuance of the recent interpretation.

In reply, Governor Robertson recalled that the Board had tried to
leach the problem in the 194018 by issuing two interpretations, the first of

14hiell had the effect of permitting a member bank to absorb exchange charges

ir the cost of collection was in excess of the amount of the charges, and

the ecc)nd of which permitted a member bank to absorb charges up to $2 a
for

anY one depositor. However, this had resulted in a growth of

1111j4111' competitive practices on the part of some banks, and within the

P43t few months the problem had attained serious proportions in some Federal

Fteaer*" districts, Certain banks had moved their limits for the absorption

Item No. 12
8/11/60

Dee  August 16$ 1960 

Subject: Meeting with ABA re recent 
interpretation on absorption of exchange
(01=rgPq 

The American Bankers Association had indicated to Governor Mills
that

ttu opportunity would be appreciated for representatives of the

Association to discuss the Board's interpretation of August 4, 1960, con-

rig the absorption of exchange icharges as payment of interest on deposits.

Such a meeting was held at the Federal Reserve Building on August 11,

196°, at 2:00 p.m.s the Association being represented by Messrs. Melvin

14i1lers G. Edward Cooper, and J. 0. Brott. The members of the Board present

Were Governors Balderston, Szymczak$ Mills, Robertson, and Shepardson. From
the B,

staff Messrs. Solomon, Farrell, Hexter, and Kenyon attended the

ileeting) along with Miss Carmichael.

The initial questions of the Association representatives had to do
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of exchange charges upward and were soliciting correspondent accOunts on

that basis, as well as on the basis of indirect absorption of charges

through routing of nonpar items to nonmember exchange-absorbing banks.

Thus, the competitive problem began getting out of bounds fast because

Of aggressive actions on the part of some banks. Accordingly, a

meeting was held in Washington.which was attended by representatives of

the Federal Reserve System and the Comptroller of the Currency, both

fli°m Washington and from the districts concerned. (Representatives of

the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation also attended, principally

as observers.) It was the consensus of the meeting that a flat prohibi-

tion against the absorption of exchange charges by member banks, either

directly or indirectly, should be adopted; that the Federal Reserve and

the
Comptroller should do everything possible to put the matter on a

basis whereby practices of some banks that were creating unfair

competitive problems for other banks would be stopped. It was reported

that
banks engaging in absorption of exchange charges on the largest scale

'would cooperate if such a prohibition were laid down. Following the

illeeting, therefore, work was started on drafting the interpretation

recen,,_
61,Y issued. Concurrence was expressed by those who had partici-

Pated in the meeting from the System and the Comptroller's Office, and

the Board subsequently approved and issued the interpretation.

Mr. Cooper said he subscribed fully to the reasoning underlying

the issuance of the interpretation. As he saw it, the part of thc

iliterpretation prohibiting indirect absorption of exchange
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charges through routing of nonpar checks to exchange-absorbing banks was

the one that had the most to do with the competitive situation. What

the Association representatives hoped to obtain was agreement on a

Practical implementation of the part of the interpretation which cited

arrY direct absorption of exchange charges by a member bank as consti-

tuting a violation of the prohibition against payment of interest on

demand deposits.

Mr. Cooper went on to say that his bank, and others, had been

aPProaching the matter on a cost analysis basis. In the case of his

bank, if the exchange charge on an item was less than five cents it

was ignored and no effort at recovery was made. Analysis had indicated

that the breaking point in terms of cost to the bank was somewhat in

exeess Of five cents; and also that the average of the exchange charges

inored was about two cents. Where the charge would be more than five

cents, records were kept and collection was made if the total of

eharges to a customer was more than 2 in a particular month.

An important factor, Mr. Cooper said, was the irritation to

de
Pcsitors involved in making charges for pennies. In further comments,

he indicated that the cost to his bank of changing to a practice of

barging
all items might be around $1,500 to U1800 per month.

Governor Robertson said the Board was aware of the situation

hut could see no other answer that would avoid problems on the other

de of the picture which might become equally troublesome. Some
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Public relations difficulties no doubt would be created for the banks

and for the Federal Reserve. Within not too long a period, however,

the public relations problem might shift back to the nonpar banks.

The nonpar problem had been diminishing, he noted. It was the kind of

Practice that tended to put a "black eye" on the banking system of the

c
ountry, and the banking profession could help to clear up the problem

if the banks would cooperate up to a point where it could be seen

Whether the bereficial effects of the interpretation were not greater

than the detrimental aspects.

Reference was made to the number of nonpar banks (about 1,700),

and the ABA representatives indicated that the elimination of nonpar

banking would be welcomed. It was noted that nonpar banks might now be

encouraged to solicit accounts direct from corporations, but that this

could not be stopped under existing circumstances. It was also noted

that as a result of the recent interpretation certain nonmember exchange-

absorbing banks appeared likely to lose substantial balances maintained

with them by member banks.

Mr. Cooper reported a cal] from a clearing house group

requesting that ABA representatives approach the Board to see whether

scrie
thing could be worked out looking toward a "more practical position."

In that city, it was understood, banks were ignoring exchange charges on

items less than 25 but were recovering everything else, and it was

their hope that such a practice could be continued.
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Mr. Miller said the Association offices could expect a volume

of questions from banks. He then asked whether the Board was planning

to issue any explanation of the reasoning behind the recent interpre-

tation, perhaps in the Federal Reserve Bulletin.

Governor Robertson suggested that the Association, in response

to questions, might explain that its representatives had talked to the

130ards that they had learned of the competitive problem that had

developed, and that the Board had dealt with the problem on the only

basis which seemed appropriate to it; that an "across the board"

basis.

Governor Robertson also said that he had not considered

Personally the question of publishing explanatory material relating

to the circumstances surrounding the recent interpretation, but that

the suggestion could be given consideration. In the meantime, the

Association's answer to questions might be in terms that in a substantial

6eotion of the country the problem did develop, almost overnight, into

°Ile that had to be dealt with promptly. Unfortunately, this affected

banks in other parts of the country where no significant problem may-

have existed.

The comments of the ABA representatives then turned again to

the possibility of providing some leeway within which minor exchange

charges might be ignored. Questions were raised as to why the establish-

tnent by the Board of a modest ceiling would not be reasonable. It was

r3lIgge5ted that the pressure would be lessened if the ABA representatives

could say that they had talked with the Board and the Board had agreed

t° go along to that extent.
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In reply, Governor Robertson spoke of practices followied

by some banks that had created difficulties for the examiners and

had resulted in competitive problems for other banks. He expressed

the hope that before any attention was given to permitting a continuation

of that kind of operation, the Board might see what could be achieved,

through the cooperation of the entire banking industry, by an all-out

effort to stop undesirable practices, even though some added expense

on the part of the banks might be involved.

The ABA representatives suggested that a statement by the

Board along those lines might be helpful, and Governor Robertson again

indieatedswithout making any commitment, that the possibility of some

Board statement would be given consideration.

Mr. Cooper expressed the

cooperation in its effort. If the

Check collection system, all would

him that the establishment of some

view that the Board would receive

Board's purpose was to improve the

push hard. However, it seemed to

cut-off would be a big help.

Governor Mills indicated that he had no questions, following

which Governor Shepardson suggested that any modification of the recent

interpretation might serve to reduce the pressure toward trying to cure

4 Sore spot. The question was whether to try to find some temporizing

Pcaition that would necessitate fighting the infection continually or

whether to attempt a remedial treatment that, it was hoped, might

eliminate the condition.
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Er. Cooper again expressed the view that the part of the

Board's interpretation dealing with indirect absorption would accomplish

more than the part dealing with direct absorption, and that it would

correct a number of competitive problems. In his own experience, losses

of business had been principally the result of other banks entering into

agreements with exchange-absorbing nonmember banks with a view to

circuitous routing of nonpar items; business had not been lost to any

significant extent because some bank was willing to absorb exchange

Charges measured in pennies.

Governor Szymczak noted that unfair competitive practices on

the 
Part of some banks tended to result in complaints that the Board

/148 not enforcing the law. The question war not a new one, and this

meetine was all to the good. There might be some other way of meeting

the 
problem and, if so, the Board was always willing to take another

lock.

There followed comments by Yr. Cooper in which he reiterated

hie 
View that some modest leeway in administering the interpretation

Would 
be appreciated by those banks who were trying to do "what was

riEhtue

After further discussion bearing generally on the factors

that 
Li 
1,
ad been covered in earlier comments the meeting concluded.
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